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PBXware 4.1.3 - Update
NOTE: Information for customers that would like to perform updates on their own.
After update is finished, start PBXware from shell. Database migration will take
time, specially on large systems. Please be aware that no matter what, PBXware
start should not be canceled at any circumstances, otherwise database corruption
might occur and unless backup is created before update process is started.
Once update is finished and PBXware is online, you will have to re-save some of the
settings in PBXware GUI in order for changes to take effect.
Please make sure to edit at least one item from the list below and click Save button:

Trunk
Extension
Ring Group
DID		

Conference room		
IVR				
Queue			
Agent			

Server/Master tenant
Tenant (if MT)		
SIP (Protocols) Access
Codes

Default Trunks (Settings)
Voicemail (Settings)

On Multi-Tenant instances call recordings will be moved to tenant subfolders, so after PBXware is started, recordings will not be available from Reports page until this
process is finished. Depending on amount of data it can take up to an hour before
recordings are available in CDR page.

PBXware 4.1.3 - New Features
PBXware 4.1.3 update was mainly focused on expanding the number of supported
UADs and improving auto-provisioning capabilities of devices supported in previous
versions.
Along with this we have also added a support for new CRM solution and
implemented number of bug fixes and patches that will improve functionality and
stability of the system.
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vtiger CRM

We are always trying to improve our products and offer our customers what they need,
in PBXware 4.1.3 we have added vTiger to our list of supported CRM solutions.
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PBXware 4.1.3 offers full integration with vTiger through the gloCOM desktop app. You
will be able to synchronize your CRM contacts with gloCOM, upload call recordings to
vTiger once a call is finished, and even use the gloCOM Click-to-Dial feature.

Operation Times: operation times as BLF key
Users can now program the BLF key on their extension to *404, allowing them to
monitor the Operation Times status and use it to enable or disable the Operation
Times rules.
For example, if a user stays in the office after the Operation Times rules activate for
off hours, the BLF will notify the user of the changed state by turning on the BLF
light or changing its color (the behavior will depend on the device).
Once *404 is provisioned as BLF, pressing the button will toggle Operation Times to
On or Off, the same as if a user dialed *401/*402. To reset the Operation Times rules,
the user will have to dial *403 manually.

Ability to disable DID CallerID for Tenant to Tenant calls
In previous PBXware versions, if a DID was mapped directly to an extension on a
MT system, the DID number would be used as a Caller ID for tenant to tenant calls,
regardless of what was set as the extension’s Caller ID or as a Default Caller ID for
that tenant.

To prevent this behavior, we have implemented an option called Use DIDs as CallerID for tenant to tenant calls. This option will allow the administrator to keep the
default behavior in place, but also allow the option to disable it if necessary.
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New UADs
We have been working for a long time on adding new UADs to our supported list.
PBXware 4.1.3 introduces support for a number of new UADs.
Devices that are added to the supported UAD list include:

Deskphones

8851, 7821

H3, H5, X2P, X3G, X3S,
X4G, X5S, X6

GXP1630, GXP1782, GXP2170,
GXP3275, DP750

KX-TGP550, KX-UTG300B

6867i

IP 7000

T46S, T27G

VSP725, VSP735
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Important information
- Licensing changes for Queue Callback
Unlike in previous versions, Queue Callback now has to be enabled in the PBXware
license. Previously this feature was enabled by default, which is not the case anymore.

- Queues: Auto Pause removed
The Auto Pause option per queue was available in PBXware for a long time, however,
the way this feature works can sometimes be counterintuitive for our customers, so
we decided to remove it.
The problem is that users expected the Agent to pause only in the original Queue,
while in reality the Agent is paused in all Queues. This is because of the way Queues
and Agents work on PBXware; any Agent is automatically logged in to all the Queues
without the option to log in or out of specific queue(s).
Although this might initially sound like an issue, this feature can be managed in
Agent settings.

- Other enhancements
Ring Groups: Support for Access Codes in Last Destination
Anonymous CallerID: Exposed option trust_id_outbound for RPID
Auto provisioning: Added ability for pickup call by pressing BLF button on Cisco SPA
devices
Auto provisioning: Added BLF support on softkeys for Cisco SPA509G and SPA525G
Auto provisioning: Add support for Polycom firmware version 5.6.x
Service Plan API: Added min_charge and connection_charge to API splan.rates

- Bugfixes
Remote Access: Fix outbound channel limit
Queue channel inheritance - issue with ES on members MT fix
Auto provisioning: Several fixes for Cisco SPA models
Auto provisioning: Fixed updating of XML nodes for Cisco SPA provisioning with custom XML code
CDR API: Get all outbound calls per trunk
Voicemail: voicemail dialout bugfix
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About Bicom Systems
Vision Statement
We Unify Communications!
Mission Statement
We provide the Communication World with the most Complete Turnkey
Communication Systems available by Creating, Unifying and Supporting the Most
Advanced of Current Technologies.
Overview
Bicom Systems was the first company to deliver Open Source Communications Software as Professional Turnkey Solutions.
By combining the best of open source telephony and its own proprietary
software, Bicom Systems can provide enterprises with turnkey solutions that take
account of the clients’ exact needs within a very cost-effective framework giving CIOs the safest choice. This mix includes royalty-free software, vibrant open
source communities, available custom development backed up by accountable, professional support services.
The company finds innovative open source communication projects and
professionalizes the project by creating, unifying and supporting turnkey systems
with its proprietary in-house software. Bicom Systems provides the resources, core
development and support services to enable popular open source projects to scale
into enterprise-class communications software.
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